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Abstract
The primary goal was to characterize the structural alterations that occur at the fiber cell interfaces
in nuclei of fully opaque cataracts removed by extracapsular cataract surgery in India. The dark
yellow to brunescent nuclei, ages 38–78 years, were probably representative of advanced age-related
nuclear cataracts. Thick tissue slices were fixed, en bloc stained and embedded for transmission
electron microscopy. Stained thin sections contained well-preserved membranes and junctions,
although the complex cellular topology often made it necessary to tilt the grid extensively to visualize
the membranes. Damage to the fiber cell membranes was noted in all regions of the nucleus. The
most important damage occurred within undulating membrane junctions where the loss of membrane
segments was common. These membrane breaks were not sites of fusion as membrane edges were
detected and cytoplasm appeared to be in contact with extracellular space, which was enlarged in
many regions. Dense deposits of protein-like material were frequently observed within the
extracellular space and appeared to be similar to protein in the adjacent cytoplasm. The deposits were
often 20–50 nm thick, variable in length and located on specific sites on plasma membranes and
between clusters of cells or cell processes. In addition, low density regions were seen within the
extracellular space, especially within highly undulating membranes where spaces about 100 nm in
diameter were observed. The membrane damage was more extensive and extracellular spaces were
larger than in aged transparent donor lenses. Because high and low density regions contribute equally
to the fluctuations in refractive index, the changes in density due to the observed damage near
membranes are likely to produce significant light scattering based on theoretical analysis. The
dimensions of the fluctuations in the range 20–100 nm imply that the scattering is probably similar
to that of small particles that would increase high-angle scattering visible in the slit lamp. Such
damage to membranes would be expected to contribute to the total opacification of the nucleus as
the cataract matures. The main sources of the fluctuations appear to be the degradation of membranes
and adjacent cytoplasmic proteins, as well as the redistribution of proteins and fragments.
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Introduction
Damage to fiber cell membranes has been implicated in the formation of many types of
cataracts. Sugar and other osmotic cataracts produce cellular damage that results from the
swelling and disruption of fiber cells leading to the accumulation of vesicles, globules and
multilamellar membrane cellular debris (Al-Ghoul and Costello, 1993; Creighton et al.,
1978; Jongebloed et al., 1988; Kalicharan et al., 1993; Kinoshita et al., 1962; Kuwabara et al.,
1969). The accumulation of membranes as cellular debris has also been reported in the posterior
subcapsular region of cataracts from patients with retinitis pigmentosa (Dilley et al., 1976),
where massive clustering of highly undulating membranes forms distinctive geometrical
patterns probably caused by the loss of the cell cytoplasm and redistribution of membrane
components. Highly undulating membranes have been observed in age-related nuclear
cataracts (Costello et al., 1992) and in the Emory mouse model for nuclear cataracts (Kuck,
1990; Lo and Kuck, 1987). Thus the presence of highly undulating membranes has become a
hallmark for nuclear cataract formation. However, the formation of membrane undulations in
mammalian lenses occurs naturally during the maturation of nuclear fiber cells (Kuwabara,
1975; Lo and Harding, 1984) and has been reported for many species. Specifically, aged
transparent (non-cataractous) human lens nuclei have undulating membrane surfaces within
each developmental region that increase in amplitude and complexity toward the nuclear core
(Taylor et al., 1996). These undulating membranes do not seem to be correlated with disrupted
cells and cellular debris as in cortical cataracts. In fact, there is an inverse correlation between
the distribution of cellular damage and the amount of light scattering in age-related nuclear
cataracts, with less cellular debris seen toward the center despite increased scattering from the
lens center as seen in slit lamp images (Al-Ghoul et al., 1996). Therefore, an understanding of
how fiber cell membrane damage produces increased light scattering in cataracts depends on
a more detailed knowledge of the composition and ultrastructure of the membranes.
All fiber cells are interconnected by an extensive array of gap junctions that provide
intercellular pathways for the transport of water and other small molecules less than about 1
kDa (Goodenough, 1992; Goodenough et al., 1996; White and Bruzzone, 2000). Although this
feature is similar to other epithelial tissues, the gap junctions between human lens fiber cells
have two types of connexins, Cx46 and Cx50, that form the connexon hemichannels, with
Cx46 found mainly in the cortex and outer nuclear layers and Cx50 mainly found in the nuclear
core (Chung et al., 2007; Tenbroek et al., 1992; White et al., 1998). Compared to other epithelia,
gap junctions in the lens have a smaller extracellular gap, which is about 1nm and not resolved
in thin-section transmission electron microscopy (TEM), thus presenting a pentalamellar
profile about 16 nm in overall thickness (Peracchia et al., 1985). This structural feature is
consistent throughout the cortex and nucleus and does not appear to change with mammalian
species, age or nuclear cataract formation (Costello et al., 1989; Costello et al., 1992; Kuszak
and Costello, 2004; Zampighi et al., 1989). Within the plane of the membrane, paired
connexons form plaques in which individual junctional channels are packed in dense irregular
arrays as seen in freeze-fracture images (Benedetti et al., 2000; Costello et al., 1985, 1989;
Kistler and Bullivant, 1980; Kuszak et al., 1982; Vrensen et al., 1990, 1992; Zampighi et al.,
1982, 1989; Zampighi, 2003).
Aquaporin 0 (AQP0, formerly MIP or MP26), the most abundant protein in the lens fiber cell
membrane, is a member of the water transport family of integral channel proteins (Agre,
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2004). Based on high-resolution x-ray and electron crystallographic analysis, the 28.2 kDa
monomer has four transmembrane alpha-helices and two segments that dip half-way from
opposite sides to form a portion of the wall of the narrow channel (Gonen et al., 2004, 2005;
Harries et al., 2004; Murata et al., 2000; Walz et al., 1997). Within the eye, AQP0 is found
exclusively in lens fiber cells, whereas other members of the water transport family are found
in the lens epithelium and other ocular structures (Hamann et al., 1998; Verkman, 2003).
Structural evidence also shows that AQP0 is a tetramer and is inserted into cortical fiber cell
membranes as 7–8 nm diameter particles composed of four orthogonally associated monomers
(Costello et al., 1985; Verbavatz et al., 1993; Zampighi et al., 2003). It has been suggested that
the main function of AQP0 in fiber cells is to transport water from the extracellular space (ECS)
to the cytoplasm, thus minimizing the ECS, an inherently low refractive index medium
(Costello et al., 1989; Zampighi et al., 1989). Some doubts about this proposed function were
raised when physiological measurements clearly showed that AQP0 transports water very
poorly compared to other aquaporins (Chandy et al., 1997; Yang and Verkman, 1997). This
documented low water transport is perhaps offset by the high density of AQP0, which is about
one or two orders of magnitude greater than aquaporins in any other tissue. In addition to
channel functions, fiber cell membranes have specialized AQP0 – lipid interactions that
determine the cell shape, surface topology, intercellular junctions and important features of
membrane aging and cataract formation (Kuszak and Costello, 2004).
Within the lens cortex, AQP0 aggregates into plaques with a regular square array of 6.6 nm
repeat (Buzhynskyy et al., 2007; Zampighi et al., 1982). These plaques can align and adhere
across the ECS to produce junctions that have pentalamellar profiles in TEM thin sections
similar to fiber cell gap junctions, except the junctions are about 14 nm thick, and were termed
thin symmetric junctions (TSJs) to emphasize the similarity to gap junctions (Costello et al.,
1989). Although alignment of water channels between crystalline layers of membranes is
possible, initial reports suggested that the channels were not aligned indicating that the close
membrane association was an adherens junction (Costello et al., 1989; Fotiadis et al., 2000).
Support for this interpretation has come from high resolution electron crystallographic analyses
of reconstituted 2D arrays of AQP0 from sheep nuclei showing paired membranes with closed
water transport pathways of AQP0 monomers and specific bonding across the ECS that held
the sheets of proteins in close contact in vitro (Gonen et al., 2004, 2005). The formation of
crystalline arrays of AQP0 in cortical membranes in vivo diminishes the number of mobile
AQP0 particles and clears some membranes of integral protein particles. The large sheets of
membrane pairs appear to redistribute in the cortex coincident with the production of curved
membranes containing the arrays of AQP0. It has been hypothesized that, as the cytoskeleton
is removed during the last stages of cellular differentiation within the cortex (Alcala and Maisel,
1985; Quinlan et al., 1999), the integral proteins of the relatively flat membranes of the cortex
lose their contacts with the cytoskeleton (Lindsey Rose et al., 2006) and, without constraints,
reorganize to minimize surface energy (Kuszak and Costello, 2004). The curved crystalline
arrays then pair with the protein-poor lipid bilayers to create a new junctional association that
is thin and asymmetric, pairing 7 nm thick curved AQP0 arrays with 4–5 nm thick bilayers, to
produce junctions about 11 nm thick that have been termed square array junctions (SAJs)
(Costello et al., 1985, 1989; Lo and Harding, 1984). In young lenses SAJs dominate the surface
topology of nuclear fiber cells producing the undulating polygonal arrays of furrowed
membranes (Dickson and Crock, 1972; Kuszak et al., 1988; Vrensen et al., 1992).
Oxidation in general and lipid peroxidation specifically have been shown to modify lipids,
integral membrane proteins and associated cytoplasmic proteins (Babizhayev, 1996; Borchman
et al., 2000; Garner et al., 1981; Spector, 1984). For human age-related nuclear cataracts, it has
been proposed that the initial site of membrane damage is at the protein-poor lipid bilayer
within the complex undulating membranes of the aged nuclear fiber cells (Costello et al.,
1992). As noted above, these lipid bilayers appear during the redistribution of integral proteins
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to form gap junction plaques and square arrays of AQP0, as adjacent fiber cells become closely
associated in the lens nucleus (Kuszak and Costello, 2004). The hypothesis is that the patches
of lipid bilayer are potentially weak points in the membrane and possibly the least capable of
withstanding long-term oxidative stress. The morphological evidence that some of these bilayer
regions are lost comes from high magnification transmission electron micrographs showing
gaps in the membrane profiles and from the deposition of protein-like material in the ECS
(Al-Ghoul and Costello, 1993; Al-Ghoul et al., 1996; Costello et al., 1992). These earlier
studies of membrane ultrastructure in age-related nuclear and diabetic cataracts were performed
on material extracted in the early stages of nuclear cataract formation. The main goal of this
study was to determine the extent of membrane damage in nuclei of advanced or totally opaque
cataracts from patients in India who were blind prior to cataract extraction. In addition a




Lens nuclei were obtained from the operating room suite at the LV Prasad Eye Institute
(Hyderabad, India) shortly after extracapsular extraction of cataractous nuclei from patients
who were blind due to cataracts. The nuclear buttons were collected with a limited amount of
information including age, gender and clinical cataract grade. A typical specimen is presented
(Fig. 2) from an age range of 38–75 years (average 61 ± 12 years, n = 15) and average diameter
7.6 ± 0.7 mm (n = 15). For comparison transparent lenses from donor eyes were collected
within 12 hours of death with an age range of 48–78 years (average 57 ± 12 years, n = 5) and
average diameter of 8.3 ± 0.2 mm (n = 5). No patient identifiers were used and no histories
were obtained following the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki using procedures approved
by the University of North Carolina Internal Review Board for protection of human subjects.
Transmission electron microscopy
Fourteen advanced nuclear cataracts from non-diabetic patients and two donor lenses were
Vibratome sectioned (model 1000, St. Louis, MO) to 200 µm thickness, immersion fixed and
processed for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as described previously (Freel et al.,
2002). Briefly, sections were initially fixed for 12–18 h in 2.5% glutaraldehyde, 2%
paraformaldehyde and 1% tannic acid in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer (pH 7.2). En bloc staining
with osmium tetroxide and uranyl acetate followed by epon embedding ensured good
preservation of membranes. Thin sections (50–70 nm) were cut with a diamond knife (Diatome
US, Ft. Washington, PA) from mesas raised to include the embryonic nucleus along the optic
axis (Fig. 1). Sections were stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate. All images were of the
fetal and embryonic nuclei and were recorded on an FEI Tecnai 12 TEM (FEI, Hillsboro, OR)
at 80 kV with a Gatan 1k × 1k CCD camera (model 694, Pleasanton, CA) equipped with Digital
Montage software. The sample stage was rotated, often between ±50°, to reveal trilamellar
membrane profiles commonly recorded at magnifications of 30,000 to 60,000 times.
Quantitative analysis
The measurement of the average thickness of the extracellular space (ECS) was performed
using NIH Image J (W. Rashband, NIH Image J, version 1.39u, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/)
equipped with a plug-in to read images generated by Digital Micrograph software (version 3,
Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) proprietary image format. Image montages (typically, 3×3 montages
at 6,500x to 30,000x) were opened on a Mac Power PC (model Dual 2 GHz G5, operating
system 10.4.11, Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA) and converted from 16 bit to 8 bit followed
by processing to a binary image with the threshold command. The light ECS was converted to
black pixels and when the images contained cells as pictured in Fig. 1, there were only scattered
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black specks over the cell cytoplasm. These were removed by two successive dilate / close
commands, followed by erode / open commands to return the ECS to its original size giving a
nearly continuous black line of variable width. Spaces or openings within the black line due
to gap junctions were filled in manually with a thin black line and any remaining black specks
not part of the ECS were erased manually. Smeared membranes due to excessive tilting were
excluded. The original image was opened on the monitor along with the binary image to ensure
that the ECS size was accurate and that the correct identification of membranes and non-ECS
structures were made. The adjusted binary image and the original were superimposed (using
saved TIFF images in Adobe Photoshop) with variable transparency to confirm the exact
correspondence of the ECS black area to the light ECS in the original image. A binary image
was then analyzed with Image J by automatically counting the black pixels (using the histogram
function) and calculating the fraction of total pixels, which was then used to calculate the actual
area of the ECS from the known dimensions of the image. The freehand line command was
then used to measure the lengths of all the cell interfaces in the binary image of the ECS. The
ECS area was divided by the total length to yield the average thickness of the ECS. Statistical
comparisons were made using the student t-test (InStat, version 3.0b, GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA) for which p < 0.05 was considered to be significant.
Theoretical analysis
Light incident on a stack of thin, non-absorbing layers will undergo multiple reflections at the
various interfaces, which can greatly reduce transmission. Because there are an infinite number
of combinations of reflections, a direct calculation is exceedingly tedious even in the case of
only one layer. Fortunately, an exact solution can be found using matrix methods developed
by Herpin (1947) and Weinstein (1954) (reviewed by Dobrowolski, 1995). Briefly, the fraction
of light, T, that passes through a stack of layers is given by
where t is the complex amplitude of the transmitted light and is equal to
where ncyto is the refractive index of the cytoplasm. E and H are the complex amplitudes of
the electric and magnetic fields of the transmitted light and are found by multiplying a set of
matrices, one for each layer (Fig. 3). In this case, the first and last layers (i.e., the membranes)
are equal, so
where . The variables nm and ne are the refractive indices and dm
and de are the thicknesses of the membrane and extracellular spaces, respectively. λ is the
wavelength of the incident light in vacuo.
If the light path through the lens intercepts k sets of these three-layer interfaces (membrane-
ECS-membrane), the transmittance for the whole lens is simply
It is important to note that we assumed that all the interfaces were perpendicular to the incident
light. Light striking the interfaces at more glancing angles (>~45°) will be more strongly
reflected, reaching 100% near parallel angles of incidence. Because some of the interfaces in
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the lens will have these high angles, our calculations are a conservative estimate. The matrix
calculations were solved and the results were plotted using MATLAB (Natick, MA).
Results
Membrane damage
Membrane damage has been characterized in the oldest cells of advanced nuclear cataracts
from India. These dense cataractous nuclei have in common the deep yellow to brunescent
pigmentation and nearly total scatter or absorption of light (Fig. 2). Even the two nuclei graded
3 could pass only a small amount of light and could not form an image of a meshwork through
the nuclei. The question arises whether these nuclei have extensive cell and membrane damage
in the central nuclear core where age-related nuclear cataracts normally begin as a diffuse
scattering. To address these issues, it was necessary to employ techniques that were capable
of preserving membrane ultrastructure, and to make comparisons among cataracts and with
transparent donor lenses. A low magnification overview from an advanced cataract (Fig. 4A)
is similar to that from an equivalent region of an adult transparent donor lens (Fig. 4B). The
cells have large irregular cross-sections and are irregularly packed, typical of the deep fetal
and embryonic nuclei (Taylor et al., 1996). The white lines at low magnification represent the
cell interfaces including the paired plasma membranes and the ECS. The integrity of the
membranes could be appreciated only at high magnification (Fig. 5). A representative interface
from a nuclear cataract (Fig. 5A) displays several types of junctions including two segments
of gap junctions (Fig. 5A, red arrows) and undulating membranes (Fig. 5A, blue arrowheads).
The ECS is irregular in shape and well defined between two apposing plasma membranes in
only a few places. It is important to note that deposits of material occur within the ECS
frequently (Fig. 5A, yellow) and that these deposits stain similarly to the proteins within the
surrounding cytoplasm. It is also noted that many deposits occur specifically on the curved
portions of undulating membranes that are convex with respect to the adjacent cytoplasm (Fig.
5A, yellow). Similar patterns of membranes, junctions and deposits are seen in a different
cataractous nucleus compared to a similar region in a transparent donor nucleus (Fig. 5B and
C). Notice that the cytoplasm in these images has variable texture, with the donor lens having
the most homogeneous texture (Fig. 5C), and that all are composed of globular subunits
(Metlapally et al., 2008). The cytoplasmic proteins pack closely to the cytoplasmic surfaces of
the junctional and non-junctional membranes (Fig. 5).
Membranes at intersections of cells and cell processes
The intersections of cells and cell edge processes (Fig. 6A, EP) have complex topology (Taylor
et al., 1996). The trigonal cellular intersections are numerous. At each point of the typical
flattened hexagonal fiber cell in the lens cortex, three cells come together. The flat surfaces
between adjacent cortical fiber cells (four narrow faces and two broad faces) normally have
very close association of plasma membrane pairs and minimal ECS. In the nucleus of an adult
human lens the fiber cells can have a very complex non-hexagonal shape, although the trigonal
cellular contacts are maintained. Moreover, the numerous edge processes (finger-like
processes) found between adjacent plasma membranes also have trigonal intersections all along
their length as the plasma membranes come together on either side of the edge processes. This
is illustrated for typical fiber cells from the fetal and embryonic nuclei (Fig. 6). These
intersections in 3D are perhaps extended channels or small canaliculi bounded by plasma
membranes. At high magnification these intersections can often be seen to contain protein-like
material in the ECS (Fig. 6B and C). These look similar structurally to the ECS deposits on
the curved membranes between intersection points (Fig. 6B and C); however, there is no
evidence that they have the same composition or origin as the ECS deposits on the membranes.
The material in the trigonal points probably provides structural support similar to extracellular
matrix proteins in other epithelia.
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Enhanced visualization of membranes with grid tilt
Membranes are difficult to visualize even at high magnification. It is often essential to tilt the
thin section extensively in the TEM to bring the membrane profiles into view. The fiber cell
surface topology is so complex that rarely are the membranes in the ideal orientation around
the perimeter of a fiber cell cut in cross-section (see Fig. 1). Moreover, because nuclear fiber
cell membranes are difficult to preserve, the absence of membranes in most high-magnification
views of fiber cells is often interpreted as poor membrane preservation. If full rotation of a
thin-section were available (requiring rotation about many axes), then the true extent of the
preserved membranes could be determined and it would be obvious that far more membranes
are preserved than is visible in any one TEM image. The influence of tilt can be illustrated by
examining a finger-like projection, which is surrounded by a plasma membrane pair as in a
whole cell but is much smaller and can be visualized in single images at high magnification.
The finger-like projection (Fig. 7A) at 0° tilt shows less than 50% of surrounding membranes
(blue and green lines). At −40° tilt (Fig. 7B) there are about 20% more membranes visible and
viewing at multiple angles shows that at least one plasma membrane is present around the entire
perimeter. High tilt is also often needed to see thin symmetric (14 nm) junctions within
undulating membranes (Fig. 8A, arrows). Optimum tilt can be used to reveal the membrane
borders on enlarged extracellular spaces (Fig. 8B, ECS). These are cylindrical low-density
regions about 100 nm in diameter that are potentially strong light scattering regions.
Quantitative evaluation of the size of the extracellular space between fiber cells
The ECS in young normal human and animal lenses is very small (Kuszak and Costello,
2004). Over long stretches of cell interface, along the broad and narrow faces, the ECS in the
cortex is about 10–15 nm thick and is reduced only at junctions. In the nucleus of young lenses
the ECS is consistently smaller and, in many cases, not detectable, because the plasma
membranes have formed extensive junctions or are in close non-junctional contact where the
contact is about 1 nm and cannot be clearly resolved by thin-section TEM. In aged and
cataractous lens nuclei, the ECS was observed to be enlarged (Al-Ghoul et al., 1996; Costello
et al., 1992; Taylor et al., 1997). At high magnification the low stain density of the interface
contains two plasma membranes (when preserved), the ECS and any deposits, as illustrated
from a cataractous embryonic nucleus (Fig. 9A). The light ECS areas appear as nearly
continuous regions following binary thresholding and inversion into black pixels to increase
visibility (as described in Methods; Fig. 9B). The correspondence of the adjusted binary image
of the ECS to the original image is confirmed by superimposing the images (in Adobe
Photoshop) and adjusting the color and transparency to highlight the ECS and ECS deposits
(Fig. 9C). The histogram function gives the number of pixels or area of the ECS and, dividing
by the length of the interface, gives an approximate measure of the ECS average thickness. For
the Indian cataract illustrated in Fig. 9, the average ECS thickness was about 42 nm. For a
similar region in an aged donor lens, the thickness was about 30 nm. For about 50 µm length
of interface in Indian cataractous nuclei, the thickness was 37 ± 3 nm (n = 5) and for an
equivalent length in donor lens nuclei was 30 ± 2 nm (n = 5), which are significantly different
at p < 0.01. These are approximations to the actual ECS thickness because corrections have
not been made for smearing of the ECS due to tilting within the section, although regions in
which excess tilt obscured the membranes were not included. The objective of these
measurements was to demonstrate that the average width of the ECS can be determined
approximately from digital images and that the trend was an increased ECS thickness with
cataract formation. A longer length of ECS, a larger sample size of lenses and corrections for
smearing of membranes with tilt (using serial section or tomographic reconstructions) are
needed to improve the accuracy and to strengthen the statistical significance of the differences
between aged donor nuclei and age-related nuclear cataracts.
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Theoretical analysis of the predicted scattering from nuclear fiber cell interfaces
Thin film scattering theory is employed to describe the reflectance of thin layers at interfaces
in the thin coating industry, for example, in the manufacture of interference filters and anti-
reflection coatings of compound microscope and camera lenses. The theory is essentially an
exact solution of Maxwell’s wave equations and (as mentioned above) can also take into
account the dependence on the angle of the light relative to the membranes and polarization
effects (Herpin, 1947; Dobrowolski, 1995; Weinstein, 1954). The key parameters are the
refractive indices and thicknesses of the layers and the surrounding media. For this application,
the scattering is calculated for a specific wavelength of light (550 nm) using dimensions derived
from the ultrastructural analysis and literature refractive index values. The scattering for a
single membrane-ECS-membrane three-layer interface is very small and for the transparent
donor lenses, the passage of light through the nucleus is not greatly influenced by the presence
of multiple membrane layers, estimated to be about 4000 layers. Therefore, the reflectance,
also a measure of the scattering as light is reflected at different angles, is expressed in terms
of percent transmittance, which should approach 100% for transparent lenses. To illustrate the
method, the transmittance is calculated for cytoplasmic and ECS refractive indices set at 1.42
(Jones et al., 2005) and 1.35 (Charney and Brackett, 1961), respectively, while the membrane
index is varied from 1.40 to 1.55 and the ECS thickness is varied from 1 nm to 100 nm (Fig.
10A). The 3D surface plot shows a very steep rise from ECS spacing about 50 nm to 25 nm,
and, importantly, approaches 100% transmittance along the ridge for ECS thickness of 20 –
30 nm. It is interesting that the transmittance drops off as the ECS thickness decreases toward
1 nm thus producing the pointed tail at low ECS. This aspect of the surface is more clearly
visualized in the alternative flat display (Fig. 10B), which is identical except the cytoplasmic
refractive index is set to 1.40 (Pierscionek, 1997), as might represent the case for aged or
cataractous nuclei that have lost some cytoplasmic crystallins. Because the membrane index
is probably near 1.50 (Chong and Colbow, 1976), the transmittance increases from about 40%
at zero ECS to 100% from about 22 nm to 28 nm ECS. Above 35 nm ECS the transmittance
has already dropped to about 85% on the very steep slope suggesting that very small changes
in the size of the ECS above 35 nm can have a dramatic effect on the transmittance. The values
reported above of 30 nm average ECS for the transparent donor lenses and 37 nm average ECS
for the advanced nuclear cataracts corresponds to about 100% and about 85% transmittance
on this surface plot (Fig. 10B). These plots illustrate that 100% transmittance occurs when the
average index of the 3-layer unit, which is just the indices of the membrane and ECS weighted
by their relative thicknesses, equals the index of the cytoplasm (Michael et al., 2003). In other
words, if the correct ECS thickness is selected, then the whole 3-layer interface becomes
optically invisible.
Discussion
Ultrastructural data are presented showing that the fiber cell membranes and intercellular
interfaces are significantly altered in advanced nuclear cataracts from India. Specific and
extensive damage to the nuclear fiber cell membranes is reported including the loss of segments
of membranes, enlargement of the ECS between membranes and deposits of material in the
ECS. It is important that the types of membrane damage are similar to those reported previously
for early-stage age-related nuclear cataracts (Al-Ghoul et al., 1996; Costello et al., 1992). The
damage to membranes and the amount of material deposited in the ECS seem to be more
extensive in the Indian nuclear cataracts compared to age-related nuclear cataracts from the
US. This is consistent with the maturity of the Indian cataracts, which were fully opaque or
sufficiently dense to limit image formation. Although the types of membrane damage observed
are not unique to the Indian nuclear cataracts, the extent of the damage is probably sufficient
to contribute to the opacification of the nucleus. It is noted, however, that similar changes have
occurred in the aged transparent donor lenses from India. Therefore, the damage to membranes
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and fiber cell interfaces begins during the normal aging process before nuclear opacification
occurs. This is consistent with the similarity of cellular structure reported for aged transparent
lenses and immature nuclear cataracts from the US (Al-Ghoul et al., 1996; Costello and Kuszak,
2007; Gilliland et al., 2004; Kuszak et al., 1998) and the increase in scattering with aging in
the general population.
The key types of damage are loss of the protein-poor bilayer segments opposite curved
membranes proposed to contain AQP0 arrays (based on previous labeling and structural
studies), sufficient enlargement of the ECS to decrease transmittance (Fig. 10) and frequent
deposition of protein-like material in the ECS, often on the curved membrane arrays of AQP0
(Fig 11). It is interesting that the deposits are exclusively found on the extracellular side of the
plasma membranes, opposite to the suggested cytoplasmic surface for tightly bound alpha-
crystallin to lens membranes (Cobb and Petrash, 2002;Ifeanyi and Takemoto, 1989,
1990;Zhang and Augusteyn, 1994). This location of deposits is also inconsistent with earlier
suggestions that age-related nuclear cataracts are in part due to the precipitation of crystallins
on the cytoplasmic side of membranes triggering protein crosslinking and membrane
breakdown (Boyle and Takemoto, 1996;Garner et al., 1981;Spector, 1984). It is possible that
these processes occur to some extent but result in a uniform dense association of cross-linked
crystallins at membrane cytoplasmic surfaces, as appears to be the case in the nuclear cataracts
displayed here. The composition of the ECS deposits is unknown, although the similarity to
the staining of crystallins in the adjacent cytoplasm and the naturally occurring extracellular
matrix material at trigonal points of cells and edge processes (Costello et al., 1993;Kuszak and
Costello, 2004) strongly suggest that the material is composed of crystallins and fragments of
crystallins (or possibly remnants of the cytoskeleton or extracellular matrix proteins). Other
observations also support this suggestion. First, deposits have been reported to be more
numerous in regions adjacent to damaged cells where the cytoplasmic protein is free to diffuse
into the ECS, and even out of the lens, as in lenses from diabetic patients (Al-Ghoul and
Costello, 1993). Second, the deposits are adjacent to cytoplasm that at high magnification
appears to have lost components (producing low-density regions) and is composed of
crystallins known to be partially degraded during aging and cataract formation (Hanson et al.,
2000;Lampi et al., 1998;Truscott, 2005). Third, the observed loss of membrane segments gives
the crystallins and fragments access routes to the ECS. Fourth, many of the changes to
crystallins result in increased acidity (such as deamidation, Takata et al., 2007;Takemoto and
Boyle, 1999); the increased negative charge causes the deposition onto the curved surfaces of
AQP0 arrays because these have a net positive charge resulting from four surface positive
charges per monomer (Harries et al., 2004). Fifth, the localization of deposits within the
embryonic nucleus, where access to non-protein substances is limited, raises the probability
that the deposits are derived from the most abundant material in the vicinity.
The size of the ECS is critical to evaluating the contribution of the modified interfaces to
increased light scattering. Regions with low stain density may be filled in vivo with a low
refractive index protein solution that would create refractive index fluctuations across the ECS.
The remaining membranes and ECS deposits are probably high refractive index media and
together these rapid fluctuations in refractive index would produce increased scattering.
However, because changes to the fiber cell interfaces begin in aged transparent lenses, there
must be a threshold of ECS size and magnitude of fluctuations that creates the excess scattering
seen in nuclear cataracts. The estimated average size of the ECS made here for transparent
nuclei and advanced cataracts of 30 nm and 37 nm, respectively, are similar. The theoretical
analysis reveals that values of ECS near 30 nm are consistent with nearly 100% transmittance
and that increasing the ECS in this critical size region by only 10 nm may reduce the
transmittance by more than 20% (Fig. 10). Therefore, scattering from alterations at the
membrane interfaces may make a significant contribution to the opacification of the nucleus
in advanced cataracts. The size of the ECS may be affected by several factors including the
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condensation of the cytoplasm during the crosslinking of crystallins and formation of high-
molecular-weight aggregates. As the cytoplasm contracts, perhaps in a synergetic process
(Bettelheim, 1979;Lizak et al., 2005), water is redistributed and adjacent cells may pull apart.
The ECS may also be created as an artifact of fixation and dehydration during processing for
TEM. In this case the cytoplasm would be expected to pull away from gap junctions, which is
not observed heere (see Fig. 5 and Fig 6). Furthermore, these methods can preserve membranes
in animal models where the ECS is minimal and the cytoplasm is in close contact on both sides
of the membrane pair separating fiber cells (Costello et al., 1993;Kuszak and Costello, 2004).
Recent experiments using high-pressure freezing as the initial fixation, instead of chemical
fixation, produced similar preservation of normal and cataractous lenses (Costello, 2006),
suggesting that the preparation methods used here faithfully preserve the ECS and the
associated membranes.
The proposed loss of membrane segments may be dependent on the unique distribution of
lipids. The lipid composition of mammalian lens fiber cells is unusual because the cholesterol
content is very high (about 50% of all lipids) and the phospholipids have a high proportion of
sphingomyelin (Huang et al., 2005). In humans and other long-lived animals, sphingomyelin
is in the form of dihydrosphingomyelin, a saturated laterally bonded and stiff lipid that is
resistant to oxidative damage and is probably the most stable lipid known (Borchman et al.,
2004). Although the distribution of the lipid components has not been established, a possible
association of dihydrosphingomyelin with the AQP0 arrays could produce highly stable and
rigid curved membranes. The main remaining phospholipid, phosphatidyl choline, together
with cholesterol and other phospholipids, may form the protein-poor lipid bilyers of the
undulating membranes. The phosphatidyl choline normally contains double bonds that would
be susceptible to lipid peroxidation, which has been shown to occur throughout the nucleus in
a rat model (Marsili et al., 2004) and is well-documented in human lenses (Babizhayev,
1996; Borchman and Yappert, 1998; Huang et al., 2006). If these segments of membrane are
damaged and lost, there is no source to replenish the lipids deep within the lens nucleus, so the
cell integrity would be lost. However, the remaining membranes, composed mainly of gap
junction plaques and rigid sheets of crystalline AQP0, preserve the cell shape. Importantly, the
crystalline arrays on the undulating membranes probably overlap to create adhesive junctions
that help stabilize the membranes and surface topology (Figs. 11).
The adhesive role of junctions containing AQP0 is confirmed in high-resolution
crystallographic studies. Using atomic force microscopy, it was shown that extracellular
surfaces of 2D crystalline arrays of AQP0 interdigitate in a tongue-and-groove fashion
(Fotiadis et al., 2000). This overlap of surface protrusions supports the non-alignment of water
channels and the increase of hydrophobic interactions that stabilize the junction. X-ray crystal
studies at high resolution of whole AQP0 showed that the water channel was intact (Harries et
al., 2004). This junction may form as water is removed from the ECS and is present extensively
in the cortex, as demonstrated for bovine lenses (Fig. 11A, labeled TSJ: Costello et al., 1989;
Kuszak and Costello, 2004). Within the nucleus the large flat sheets of TSJ give rise to curved
membranes that partially overlap. An important modification is that AQP0 is partially cleaved
in the nucleus (Ball et al., 2004; Han and Schey, 2004; Schey et al., 2000), which is thought
to induce the formation of a different type of adhesive junction. High-resolution TEM analysis
of frozen-hydrated crystalline arrays of membrane pairs showed that the AQP0 molecules
formed a network of precise contacts of exposed proline residues across the ECS, creating a
tight bond between surfaces, and that the water channels were constricted (Gonen et al.,
2004, 2005). This adhesive junction may correspond to the TSJ at curvature transitions within
undulating membranes (Fig. 5C, 8A arrows, and 11A, arrows). Although the water channels
in single membranes and channels in gap junctions may still be functional in the nucleus, these
membranes may have a secondary role as adhesive junctions. The proposed membrane
breakdown described here and the known fusion of fiber cells in mammalian lenses (Kuszak
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et al., 1985; Shestopalov and Bassnett, 2000, 2003), probably create large pathways for the
diffusion that may bypass the smaller channels.
In conclusion, membrane damage in advanced nuclear cataracts from India is more extensive
than in early stage nuclear cataracts from the US. The ultrastructure of damaged membranes
is similar in all age-related nuclear cataracts thus far examined, including loss of membrane
segments, enlargement of the extracellular space and deposition of protein-like material in the
extracellular space. Fluctuations in refractive index around damaged membranes are typically
on a scale less than 100 nm and are predicted to contribute significantly to high-angle scattered
light seen in slit lamp images and to retinal stray light. Extensive extracellular space deposits
of protein-like material suggests that crystallins and fragments from the cytoplasm have
redistributed into the extracellular spaces during cataract formation. In addition to scattering
from multilamellar bodies (Gilliland et al., 2008) and textured cytoplasm (Metlapally et al.,
2008), the new theoretical treatment suggests that the ECS in Indian lens nuclei may be enlarged
enough to contribute to the excess light scattering of advanced nuclear cataracts.
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Vibratome sectioning procedure. Typically, a thick Vibratome section (200 µm) in the
equatorial plane was bisected and a mesa (m) was raised near the embryonic nucleus (en)
extending into the fetal nucleus (fn) (upper row). Thin sections (70 nm) were collected on
copper grids, stained and examined by TEM to reveal cross-sections of fiber cells and high
magnification images of membrane specializations (lower row). jn = juvenile nucleus; an =
adult nucleus; c = cortex.
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Photograph of a typical nucleus obtained after extracapsular extraction from a blind patient in
India. The diameter was 7.5 mm indicating that nearly the entire nucleus was recovered from
this probable age-related nuclear cataract (73 years old). The supporting gauze is not visible
through any part of the nucleus.
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Schematic of the layers at nuclear fiber cell interfaces. The dimensions of each membrane,
dm, is 7 nm and of the ECS, de, is variable from 1 nm to 100 nm. As described in the text, the
refractive index of the cytoplasm, ncyto, is between 1.40 and 1.42, of the membranes, nm, is
higher at about 1.50 and of the ECS, ne, is lower at about 1.35. These values can be varied to
reflect aging and cataract formation.
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Overview TEM images of fiber cells in the lens nuclear core. (A) Fiber cells have a relatively
smooth cytoplasm and membranes have a variety of curvatures with this region having an
abundance of high-amplitude undulations (73 years old). (B) Similar pattern of cells and
smooth cytoplasm from the nuclear core of an aged transparent donor lens with many low-
amplitude undulations (56 years old).
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High magnification TEM images reveal membrane details in advanced nuclear cataracts. A.
Individual membranes have a trilamellar profile (blue arrowheads) and junctions are
pentalamellar (red arrows). The ultrastructural data indicate that bilayer membranes are lost,
extracellular space (ECS) enlarges and protein-like deposits (yellow) appear, often on curved
membranes containing AQP0 (blue arrowheads) (55 years old). B. Similar membrane pattern
from a different advanced nuclear cataract (56 years old). Membranes and junctions are color
coded as gap junctions (red lines) and aquaporin 0 containing membranes (blue lines), which
predominate probably because they are the most stable. The lipid-rich bilayers (green lines)
define the ECS where protein-like deposits (yellow) are frequently observed. C. High
magnification TEM image of membranes from a transparent donor lens (48 years old).
Membranes are colorized as in Fig. 5B. Notice that the membranes are similar and the
cytoplasm is more homogeneous compared to images of the cataracts.
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Membranes at cell-cell and cell-process intersections. A. Overview of three cells shows a
typical pattern of cellular architecture in a mature nuclear cataract. Numerous edge processes
(EP) are displayed at the interfaces of adjacent cells (51 years old). B. High magnification of
one region (boxed in A) reveals damaged membranes from three cells and two edge processes.
Extracellular space deposits (yellow) appear on curved membranes (blue and green lines) and
similarly staining material occurs at trigonal intersections (*). The trigonal points are extended
extracellular channels that are partially filled with protein-like material. C. A trigonal
intersection in which the protein-like material is triangular in shape (*) and the adjacent
membranes and junctions are distinct (70 years old).
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Finger-like process viewed at different tilts exposes different regions of preserved membranes
(73 years old). A. At 0° tilt, the percentage of the perimeter displaying at least one membrane
is 48%. Some ECS deposits are noted (yellow) on the concave side of curved membranes.
Other dark staining material may also be deposits but the membranes are not visible. B. Tilting
the grid to 40° (counterclockwise) exposes more membranes, now measuring about 65% of
the perimeter. More ECS deposits are also indicated. The tilt axis is vertical, thus the finger-
like process appears proportionally shorter in projection.
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Highly undulating membranes show distinctive patterns. A. Undulating membranes with high
amplitude have curved membranes that overlap at transitions in curvature. The overlap at 40°
tilt (counterclockwise) can be seen to form symmetric junctions similar in appearance to gap
junctions but about 2 nm thinner (arrows). It is often necessary to tilt the grid through ±50° to
bring the junction into optimum position for viewing and measurement (38 years old). B. The
extracellular space (ECS) within some undulating membranes can be enlarged. At the proper
tilt, the membrane profiles are clear and the ECS, which is cylindrical with an irregular cross-
section, is visualized in cross-section. The size of the ECS can be greater than 100 nm and thus
these low-density cylinders could contribute to increased light scattering (73 years old).
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Morphometric analysis to determine the average thickness of the ECS. A. TEM image of a
cataract showing well-defined membranes (blue) and ECS deposits (yellow) (51 years old). B.
ECS after automatic threshold processing, inverting and manual removal of non-ECS pixels.
The total number of ECS pixels was equivalent to about 120,000 nm2 and the length of the
ECS measured about 2800 nm. Therefore, the average thickness of the ECS for this example
was about 42 nm. C. Overlay of images, with the threshold derived ECS colored and at 20%
transparency, indicating the close correspondence of processed and original ECS. The ECS
deposits appear darker and are easy to locate (arrows).
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Theoretical calculation of the percent transmittance for a nucleus containing 4000 membrane
interefaces with layers as described in Fig. 3. A. Surface plot for ncyto = 1.42 and ne = 1.35.
Nearly 100% transmittance is predicted for ECS thicknesses of 15 – 20 nm for nm = 1.50. B.
Flat projection view for the same conditions in A except for ncyto = 1.40. Note that the 100%
transmittance at nm = 1.50 occurs at about 25–30 nm and that there is a very steep drop in
transmittance above 35 nm.
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Diagrams illustrating hypothesized molecular interpretations of observed membrane patterns.
A. Paired membranes of adjacent fiber cells adopt various junctional associations depending
on the developmental zone. Gap junctions are found consistently throughout the lens as 16 nm
thick symmetrically stained profiles (red cylinders, representing connexons with aligned white
channels). Thinner symmetrically stained junctions, about 14 nm thick and probably composed
of AQP0 tetramers (blue squares), are found mostly in the cortex. Undulating membrane pairs
contain single membranes of AQP0 that stain asymmetrically when paired with lipid-rich
bilayers and are found throughout the nucleus at low amplitude, where the closest association
is about 11 nm, and in the nuclear core at high amplitude. At cross-over points (transitions in
curvature) the AQP0 membranes are hypothesized to pair to form an adhesive junction
(arrows). GJ = gap junction; TSJ = thin symmetric junction; SAJ = square-array junction.
Redrawn from Kuszak and Costello, 2004. B. Membrane damage in paired membranes of the
nucleus. Extensive gap junctions are observed in all developmental regions within the nucleus.
Undulating membranes predominate, mainly with low amplitude. Loss of the lipid-rich bilayers
(gray) and enlarged extracellular spaces (ECS) are common. Protein-like deposits in the ECS
(yellow) are observed frequently on curved membranes containing arrays of AQP0. Pockets
of ECS with low stain density can occur within high-amplitude undulating membranes.
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